#1. TOTO = TALES
"Wizard of Oz"

#2. CLIFFORD = TALES
"Clifford the Big Red Dog"

#3. ODIE = TALES
"Garfield"

#4. CHER AMI = TAILS
Homing Pigeon during WWI

#5. WILBUR = TALES
"Charlotte's Web"

#6. KOKO = TAILS
Gorilla Who Mastered Sign Language

#7. DOLLY = TAILS
First Cloned Sheep

#8. SUNNY & BO = TAILS
Obama's Family Dogs

#9. MAX = TALES
"How The Grinch Stole Christmas"

#10. PERDITA = TALES
"101 Dalmations"

#11. GRUMPY CAT = TAILS
Internet Celebrity Cat

#12. MRS. FRISBY = TALES
"Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh"

#13. MARNIE = TAILS
Internet Celebrity Dog

#14. BALTO = TAILS
Siberian Husky Sled Dog

#15. CROOKSHANKS = TALES
"Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"

Sign up for MCLS' Summer Reading Program: https://mcl.org/events/summer-reading-program